
“Technology is the defining factor of our society… Anything that cannot be digitize or automated will 

become extremely valuable. Human-only traits such as creativity, imagination, intuition, emotion and 

ethics will be even more important in the future because machines are very good in simulating but not at 

being.”  Gerd Leonhard – Futurist 

 

We are PlayCraft – a start-up devoted to helping children improve their cognitive and socio-emotional 

abilities. Starting from the youngest ones – 3 year-olds up to 12+ year-olds, we train valuable life skills 

through play and support our players in becoming happy, well-rounded, and socially responsible adults. 

PlayCraft is the brand, under which a variety of products and services are being developed. The vision that 

we hold is to create a vast variety of products and services for the digital market as well as the offline 

activities related to kids. 

Currently, we are developing educational software for kids 4 to 6+ year-olds through play for tablets and 

phablets. The software runs in a fairy-tale narrative sequence through 12 episodes, where each episode is 

a separate game challenge. The aim is to constantly develop new episodes, which enhance the learners 

and secure the adoption of the desired skills.   

Our work responds to two critical global challenges: Traditional education from early on does not supply 

sufficient training on key skills for success in life and it does not match the natural learning environment 

of modern kids – the world of digital technology. The lack of adequate life skills training is a serious 

problem for parents, educators, and international child organizations, as skills shape and prepares our kids 

for success in the future. 

The above challenges have been bothering not only us but also a number of people from around the 

world. We interviewed 68 people (parents & educators) from 9 different countries (Bulgaria, Germany, 

Finland, The United States, The United Arab Emirates, France, Canada, The Netherlands, and Israel) and all 

of them (to a different extent depending on the level of development of their education system) verified 

the problem. Respondents reported struggling to find ways to train their kids in creativity, problem 

solving, empathy, tolerance, concentration, emotional stability, emotional recognition and many more. 

Only a few of them have managed to find their own partial solutions. For example, one mother from our 

team said:  

 I have been living from almost a decade in the Netherlands, where parents are very open and free 

to the education of their children. Everything is allowed with one exception – if what the kid wants 

may be harmful to him or other person. A great way of learning – kids need to learn through 

personal experience. However, in countries as Bulgaria, where there are still many rules regulating 

any type of behaviors – this is not appropriate. The answer is by playing games – pretending to be 

in certain situations and exploring possible behavioral strategies. 

And it is true that simulation play increases the transfer of skills in real life1. Not only that, but learning 

through play shows 14% higher results in skill-based-knowledge assessments; 11% higher results in terms 

                                                           
1
 Brown et al.,1989 and Dawe et al., 2014 



of factual-knowledge; and 9% increase in retention rate. This shows that learning through play not only 

helps online learners acquire knowledge and skills more effectively but it also allows them to better retain 

information and commit it to long term memory for future use. 2 

 

We want children to have a childhood playing outside but we need to understand that technology is a 

natural part of their life and ignoring it will be naïve. Content is what counts when it comes down to 

technology – if the content is good and interesting it awakens the natural curiosity of children and 

learning occurs spontaneously. We have been struggling to find educational games that have both – high 

quality content and an engaging narrative. Most educational games on the market lack educational value, 

focus on only a limited array of skills, and/or are perceived as dry by learners. None offers a continuous 

training process infused with a variety of valuable content. 

With PlayCraft we set out to create the best game ever, a game that will help children build a useful 

foundation of life skills in a charming and compelling learning environment. We aim at reaching as many 

children as possible worldwide, no matter of their background, nationality or gender. 

 

 

 

The first game PlayCraft is working on is called “The extraordinary acquaintance”. It is an interactive 

world with educational mini games specifically designed for kids aged 2 to 6, but aiming at remaining 

accessible to a broader age group. It will be available on iOS and Android. 

The extraordinary acquaintance has the following characteristics: 

 11 fun and original educational games for children at up to 6 years of age in just one app 

 Innovative games, based on the pre-schoolers' skills needs, and designed by a high-quality team 

of  6 child and education specialists 

 Progress is saved, allowing children to play games in a series of short sessions to ensure that the 

game fits with a healthy lifestyle 

  The ability to play anywhere, without the need to go on-line (airplane, train, car)   

 Allows switching between different players (if a device is used by more than 1 kid) 
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The app is perfectly safe for kids:  No advertisements / No external links / No in-app purchasing / Parents 
can control the playing time.   

 

Early drawings of the game characters 
 
We created series of different drawings of the game characters. Then we showed them to our children 

and friends’ children in order to work out how target users want the protagonists to look like. Initially, the 

main character was supposed to be fluffier, more like a fluffy monster. Kids preferred that it looks more 

like a kid as it seemed easier for them to associate and feel comfortable with. 

The main character is called Plop (comes from Play and Learn Online Platform) – it can be a boy or a girl – 

depending of the desire of the kid. The kid can start with one and change through the game as many times 

as he or she wants. 

 

 

FairyTale 

“This is Plop, he is your age, and he looks like you 
but not exactly. He comes from a magical planet 
called Zert. When you come from Zert – you are a 
Zertilian. A Zertlian has a head, nose, mouth, ears, 
eyes, body, arms, hands, legs and feet like you but 
funnier.” 

 

Plop has an ordinary childhood, very similar to the life on Earth but a little more magical. He has a large, 

brightly coloured family. His days are filled with adventure games, problems to solve, family relationships 

to sort out, and many different strong feelings to cope with. 

The game is a mirror of our families, our children, the emotions that we feel as parents and those that our 

children are faced and have to cope with. In each scene, you will recognize yourself and your children. 

Plop’s family faces situations that you encounter: the difference between good and evil, right and wrong, 

compassion, patience, empathy, the place of children and parents in the family, rules in society, jealousy 

and how to deal with all of them.  

 



 

 

By playing the game, children will overcome many challenges. They will have the opportunity to explore 

feelings and emotions in a safe environment.  

The game does not judge. In contrary, it promotes and rewards curiosity – curiosity for exploring feelings, 

different reactions to them, and their possible consequences. Each child is encouraged to play, have fun, 

and develop key cognitive, social and emotional skills in his or her own rhythm. 

Our hero is an enthusiastic and inquisitive little alien with a friendly nature. He loves to go out exploring, 

to walk around, and dream. When he gets a magic potion, Plop can also fly for a certain period of time, 

exploring new places and visiting those who live in the sky. 

 

 
Navigation of the game’s episodes  

(the dotted lines show how it will look on different devices’ screen resolutions) 

 

The game has “Seasons”. Each season has different challenges we called “Episodes” united within one 

narrative. 

The first time a child plays the game, only the first episode of the season will be accessible for play. The 

rest will be locked. The reason for that – the story has a linear narrative that children need to follow to 

understand and become fully immersed in.  

Players unlock more episodes by completing them. Once an episode is unlocked, children can play it 

whenever they want. Thus, with play, the navigation transforms from linear into more dynamic. In other 

words, children gain increasing control over the replay of episodes – a strategy devised to increase 

engagement.  

 



Plop lives peacefully on his planet with his mother, father, his older brother Plip, and his baby sister 

Flea. To add the most value to the learning process, we have attached different psychological traits to 

each personage. There is an introvert character, extrovert character, aggressive character, and a passive 

game personage.   

 
Plop’s house on his Planet - Xert 

 

We aim to create the most user-friendly play logic and navigation for our players. Children between 2-6+ 

years old need some facilitation in order to gain autonomy in the play. The game uses visual and audio 

hints. At the start of each episode, a narrator introduces the story of Plop and explains each challenge. 

The visual hints, such as pulsating buttons or a finger showing what needs to be done, allow the kids to 

play by themselves.  

The first Season of the game has a strong focus on positive reinforcement: the kid is put into real-life-like 

situations. Depending on the chosen behaviour – the kid can safely observe the consequences from each 

choice. The game does not tell what is right or wrong, neither it gives different score for choosing one 

reaction over another. When the kid chooses a positive reaction – the game cheers up the choice shown 

through the grateful expressions and reactions of the game characters. 

The game is packed with little interactions. To keep the interest of the player, the game episodes are very 

different in nature and the next surprise is never far away. The place is filled with magic, and more than 

once will Plop get an unexpected response to his prodding around. 



 

FairyTale  
 

“Plop’s family has a spacecar – 

a hybrid between a spaceship 

and a car. Exactly with it, one 

ordinary Saturday, the family is 

heading on a picking to a 

nearby planet, when the 

spacecar breaks down and 

crashed onto Earth. This is how 

the exciting journey begins.” 

 
 

 

On occasions, a game episode includes the possibility for the kid to drag the screen left and right in order 

to explore a broader environment. It makes the experience very engaging; it develops orientation skills 

and also improves fine motor skills. An example is the scene before Plop’s family leaves for the picnic. The 

kid needs to explore what each family member is doing. This happens by dragging the screen to the left 

and right, changing the environment. 

 

 

 

 
 

The Zebrodog  

(its’ facial expressions of different emotions)  

 

 

Plop has a magical creature as a pet – a zebrodog. Yes, a zebrodog! It is a small animal that has a dog head 

and a body of a zebra.  Zebrodogs are famous on Plop’s planet because they are calm and caring. When a 

zebrodog feels close to a kid, it can also talk.  

 

The zebrodog represents is a wise magical creature that guides the kids through the magical journey of 

the game. It is friendly and supportive and it also provides hints to children when the button “Ask the 

zebrodog” is tapped. The stripes of the zebrodog become colourful, when it is happy. 



 

“The Extraordinary Acquaintance” is not all about fun. Well, it is, of course, but why not put all the fun to 

good use and turns it into an educational experience? When Plop moves through the fairy-tale episodes, 

he encounters many original learning challenges. 

With the generous help of some very talented and experienced child psychologists and 

consultations with pedagogues and educational experts, we have carefully crafted the best mini 

games (episodes).  Each teaches children the basics of critical thinking, empathy, emotional 

regulation and recognition, action-reaction, identifying basic dangerous objects/situations, 

colours, real vs. unreal objects and so on... a perfect preparation for school! 

 

 
Build a tower with the cubes that Plop brought from Zert. 

(They change their size, when dragged to the paper. The kid needs to remember, which is which in order to 
be able to build to tower properly and help Plop.) 

 

   
On the left is an illustration of a 

built tower. On the right is empty 
space to build it. In the middle are 

the magic cubes to be used. 

Plop is grateful and very happy 
that the kid helped with building 

the tower. 

His baby sister comes along 
curious and destroys the tower by 

accident. 

   
 

Feeling recognition and separation between feelings and reactions is a primary goal of the learning content. 
   

  
The kid is to determine how Plop feels. Unlimited 
replays are possible to allow the child to explore 

all options. 

The feelings are clear - what should the reaction of 
Plop be. Feelings cannot be controlled, reactions 

can. 
   

   
The game focuses also on cognitive skills such as concentration and memory. Some of our memory games 
may look familiar but they have a unique twist. We have added an additional challenging element – 



emotions. The kid has to recognise emotions and to memorize the cards’ place. The most engaging part is 
that the same emotion can be expressed by different game characters. 

 
A card matching game with emotions 

 

Examples game learning challenges a kid encounters in “The Extraordinary Acquaintance” season: 

  
Looking for differences challenges Drawing + social situations 

  

  
Puzzles + learning of dangerous object Reward slide + earned magical object, the kid can 

use later in the game 
  



 

An episode, where the kid is to differentiate between various types of garbage and the concept of 

recycling (garbage separation) is introduced through a funny mini-game. 

 

Plop’s family has run out of food, clothes and money to repair the spacecar and go back to their planet. 

The kid is encouraged to help them by playing certain games and collecting some “money”. The most 

challenging part is that the kid is given the free choice to decide what to do with the earned “money”.  

 

PROGRESS  
 
 
We have the complete scenario of Season 1 – “The Extraordinary Acquaintance” and each of its 11 mini 

games (episodes). We have translated the scenario into a storyboard. We have illustrated all the main 

characters as well as 70% of the scenes of the storyboard. 

 

We have to complete illustrating all the scenes of the storyboard and to animate each character so we can 

create a stop-motion animations effect, while playing. We need to add into the scenario the use of the 

magical objects. Last but not least the game needs to be developed on a cross-platform for iOS and 

Android devices. Then all is left is to play and have fun! 

 



 
 
 

At PlayCraft, we have taken on the difficult task of addressing and training key skills necessary for the well-

being of the age group 2 to 6 year-olds. The need for life skills does not come individually – skill by skill. In 

real life, one situation requires more than one skill.  We decided to follow this pattern. Each Season and 

each episode of the game train a combination of skills.  

 

 

Identifying the emotions of others  

Emotional regulation & stability  

Getting in the shoes of others/perspective taking 

Empathy  

Tolerance  

Building friendships  

Responsibility  

Self-confidence  

Altruism  

Good manners  

Nurturing creativity 

Identifying dangerous objects  

Identifying dangerous situations  

Recycling 

Concentration skills & attention   

Ability to ignore distractions 



Problem solving 

Memory skills  

Discriminating between magical and non-magical 
objects 

Shape recognition 

Fine motor skills 

Simulation of real-life situations & interactions  

Presentation of the learning content in the form of a 
fairy-tale  

Multimodal presentation of information  

Fluid build-up of the scenario  

Use of incentives and prizes  

Teaching through modelling by presenting examples 
of positive social behaviours 

Possibility of exploring the consequences of various 
behaviours 

Customizable protagonists 

Use of game elements that increase motivation and 
engagement 

Interactive content 

Realistic, relatable characters 

Inclusion of additional challenges for high-
performing players 

Inclusion of scaffolding options for low-performing 
players 

Reinforcing learning through debriefing 

Possibility of autonomous use  

No need for additional installations & applications  

Parental control over the duration of playtime 



 
 

 

 

 
Iana Avramova 

Founder & Operations 
 

Mother of two boys, which inspired her to 
establish PlayCraft concept. With more than 10 

years of managerial experience in digital. 
Graduated with distinction as Life and Executive 

Coach at Noble Manhattan, UK. Perilous, Iana 
studied Communication and Multimedia Design 
and International Marketing Management in the 

Netherlands. LinkedIn Profile 
 

Hristo Inkiov 
Co-founder & Technical Director 

 
Hristo has more than 13 years of experience as a 

Senior PhP developer. Since 2010 he manages 
his own Company for game development - 

Inovento. It produced a sequence of successful 
games for Facebook and mobile devices. Hristo 

is self-motivated, disciplined and result-oriented. 
Linkedin Profile 

 

  

Irina Zarkova 
Child Psychologist 

 

David Kostov 
Beta Tester 

Irina has more than 9 years experience as 
psychologist, working mainly with clinical cases 
of children and youngsters. She has completed 

Masters of Clinical Child and Youth Psychology in 
France, where she has also published papers on 

variety of psychological topics. 
 

David is 4 years old. He is the source of 
inspiration at PlayCraft. The most fervent 

supporter of the idea, he and his little friends 
participate in the creative process from the 
very beginning. David is daily contributing 

through his numerous comments and criticisms 
to the overall story. Without his help and 

support Plop could never become a reality. 

 

https://bg.linkedin.com/in/ianavramova
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hristo-inkiov-9b8b5529/


 

Gabriela Kostova 
Instructional Designer 

Gabriela is an instructional designer and media 
specialist based in Montreal, Canada. She is 

currently finishing her Master's in Educational 
Technology at Concordia University, Canada and 

working as a trainer, course developer, and 
graphic designer. She has background in 

psychology, graphic design, and user experience. 
LinkedIn Profile 

 

Rada Peneva 
Illustrator 

 
Radа is artist by avocation with many years 

experience in the Movie and Advertising 
Industry. She illustrated two children’s books 

that have honoured in 2015. She breaths life in 
our ideas. Behance Profile 

 

 
1. To make the game adapt automatically to the child’s ability level in order to meet his or her 

needs more effectively; 

 

2. Multi-touch games so that children can play together at the same time; 

 

3. Reporting to parents on the child’s progress and presenting tip; 

 

4. Launching a new Season every 6 months; 

 

5. Developing bonus Seasons on the topics of sustainability, cosmos, safety and more; 

 

6. Becoming a platform, where parents can meet education coaches and child psychologists to 

advise them on behavioural tactics; 

 

7. Creating offset card game to make children move with Plop; 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabrielakostova
https://www.behance.net/rada_mlada

